
Efficiency and 
Happiness 

through 
Technology



WHY

We believe humans crave
JOY and HAPPINESS
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HOW

Providing wonderful experiences
is one of the best ways

to achieve this!
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WHAT

We do this digitally
by creating beautiful apps

for consumers and enterprises!
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How > The Process

Conceptualization

While any concept looks good in thoughts, clarity comes 

only once it is written down! But even the simplest of 

ideas has various points which need to be covered. Our 

Analysis team takes the detailed understanding of your 

business and operations and then creates Detailed Busi-

ness Requirement Documents along with Flowcharts 

listing down each of the scenarios and exceptions which 

would be helpful in developing the entire software 

system.
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How > The Process

Wireframe & design

Joe Sparano says - "Good design is obvious; great design 

is transparent"

Probably the most important phase for a consumer app, 

the UX needs to be properly thought through and pre-

sented in a manner thats easily understood by the target 

audience. We aim to keep the latest design principles in 

mind while also understanding the needs of the consum-

er in a manner that the flow is seamless and smooth and 

the user does not need to think in using the app.
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How > The Process

Development

This phase being the longest - is where the code is writ-

ten and structured. Using the latest development archi-

tecture, frameworks and methodologies in place as well 

as proper documentation, we write the code in a manner 

that whether you need to understand it or a new devel-

oper at a certain time, it is easy to understand, scalable as 

well as well structured.
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How > The Process

Testing, stabalization & deployment

No code is 100% free. Those who say their's is are either 

lying or are newbies. However, not just from a 

client-company relationship, but more from an innate 

quality of our developers to do the best at whatever they 

do, we strive to keep the bugs and issues at the lowest. 

And on top of it our testers are probably the most critical 

people you might meet finding faults in everything. 

(There's a joke about our developers constantly trying to 

outdo the testers by not letting them find any bugs. ) Our 

testers are experienced in Selenium and other tools while 

the testing happens not just from a UAT perspective but 

to an extent where load testing is also done in a manner 

that the app is stable even at peak environments.
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MOBILE
APPLICATIONS
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Mobile Applications

Ubermatch

All Starz

The Digest

Halo

Night Observer

Go Buzzinga

WiFi Cafe
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Mobile Applications > Ubermatch

2016

Design

Wireframing

Android

Development

Uber after having been around for ~ 3 years in India 
started facing the problem of having too many 
registered drivers without cars on their platform and 
various partners without any drivers to drive their 
cars. They wanted a solution where their partners 
could connect with potential drivers to be hired and 

vice versa. This is to be used as an internal 
application / tool. The solution they required is an 
easy to use solution to connect the two parties with 
Uber maintaining the backend. We thus created an 
app for them called Uber Match.
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Mobile Applications > All Starz

2016

Design

Wireframing iOS

Android

Development

AllStarz is an app designed for socialising within the 
sports community. One can create sporting
communities and teams which are geolocation and 
sports based. Individual player profiles with various 

aspects of their capabilities also make this exciting. 
The app is built on native platforms for iOS and 
Android both with heavy focus on Media.
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Mobile Applications > The Digest

2016

Design

Wireframing iOS

Android

HybridDevelopment

Settings

About Us

Home

Bookmarked

Categories

The Digest

12:10 AM

The Digest

Windows 10 now present in over 350 mn 
devices worldwide

Goqii launches its next generation Goqii 
fitness band

Govt sets a target of April 1st, 2017 for 
GST rollout

4 Aug 16

Govt to impart training to 40 Cr people 
in the next few years

4 Aug 16

4 Aug 16

4 Aug 16

Shares of HCL Technologies rally over 8%
3 Aug 16

Jugnoo ties up with MobiKwik
4 Aug 16

12:10 AM

A no frills news app for startups, entrepreneurs and 
businesses. This has no sports, entertainment or 
political news. An easy to use interface for quick 
reading and accessibility. The first version of the 
app was built as a native app while the newer one is 

being built as a hybrid one on AngularJS and 
Phonegap.
The USP of the app is its storyline/timeline feature 
which gives a reference to all the previous stories 
relating to the topic.
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Mobile Applications > Halo

2016

Design

Wireframing

Android

Development

Halo is an app with the belief that humans have an 
innate feeling to help each other. As a communication 
medium, Halo helps in connecting people in realtime 
basis their location who require help and those who 
want to provide help in various facets.

This can be across getting a lift, solving a problem, 
help across the city, or just any other random need. 
Halo is being created on Android with a backend 
CMS on PHP.
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Mobile Applications > Night Observer

2015

Design

Wireframing

Android

Development

iOS

Night Observer is night life events discovery and 
bookings app. Details about individual venues, 
events, event booking, performing artists etc. are all 
to be found on this platform. Developed on native 
platforms, this has been developed for Android and 

iOS both. It has notifications, geo based 
discovery as well as inclusion of an SMS gateway. 
There is also a custom made CMS for the same with 
a promotional launch website. 
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Mobile Applications > Go Buzzinga

2015

Design

Wireframing

Android

Development

Go Buzzinga is a geo based events and social dis-
covery platform. We work with them on a retainer 
model as the technology team. We have developed 
their Android app as well as the entire back-end for 

the same. The back-end is built on PHP and MySQL. 
The iOS app would be built soon.
Key challenge was to assess the analytics on a 
regular basis to gain more downloads.
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Mobile Applications > WiFi Cafe

2014

Design

Wireframing

Android

Development

WiFi Cafe is our in-house product to discover cafes 
with wifi for executives and people who want to 
work from cafes. Built on Native Android, the app's 
wireframe, design and development were all 
carried out in-house. The idea was to help

professionals, entrepreneurs-on-the-go to find a 
place quickly to work, schedule meetings and just 
find wifi to work. This was one of the first apps to be 
released by Bold Kiln.
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WEBSITES
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Websites

The Cheesecake Project

Sangini

Firmloop

Classmatrix
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Website > The Cheesecake Project

2016

Design

Wireframing

Development

Wordpress

Responsive

A portfolio of a candid wedding photographer Stuti. 
She wanted a website that while highlighting the 
best of her work, could also capture and store all of 

her work, retaining character and spirit of each 
couple she worked with. 
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Website > Sangini

2016

Design

Wireframing

Development

Wordpress

Responsive

A complete consumer facing Marriage Portal and 
Marriage Bureau managing system.
Built on Java at the backend and HTML/CSS at the 
front end, this is one of the most complex systems 

we are building currently. It has customisable user 
roles and every aspect can be customised by the 
users.
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Website > Firmloop

2015

Design

Wireframing

Development

Wordpress

Responsive

Firmloop is an end-to-end process management 
tool that helps businesses track key metrics at one 

place - HR and client relations to finance and 
project management.
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Website > Classmatrix

2014

Design

Wireframing

Development

Wordpress

Responsive

Classmatrix is a learning outcome measurement 
tool that helps teachers track the true learning each 

student has undergone and the skills he/she has 
acquired.
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TESTIMONIALS
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Saurabh Kaura
Founder & CEO, All Starz

Bold Kiln has done an excellent job of building the technical 
and operational framework for our app. They have worked 

tirelessly to bring our vision to reality and have largely stuck 
to their committed delivery schedule despite a number of 

technical challenges in developing the app. I highly commend 
them for maintaining strong channels of communication and 

ensuring that they keep their clients' specific needs and
requirements at the forefront every step of the way. 
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Testimonial > All Starz
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Testimonial > Pollies

Technology is my arch nemesis. I can think of things to do but I need some-
one who is tech savvy in order for my ideas to actually be implemented. In 
one such moment, when I was lost and dazed, a friend recommended Bold 
Kiln. Both the founders, Abhishek and Ankit were lifesavers for me. I told them 
what I was thinking and they were totally on board with the idea! I didn't even 
have to explain twice, I got tips from them on how to make implementation 
better, how it would work, how it could be more user friendly. They even con-
nected me to others who could help. All in all. it's been wonderful working 
with people who understand your product and try to help you see your vision 
become a reality. Bold Kiln is such a winner and so are both these guys!

Natasha Adlakha 
PolliesW
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Testimonial > Sangini

After having spent quite a lot of time and money with other vendors, I was 
recommended Bold Ware by a friend as an outsourcing partner. I had to have 
a multi level multi user CRM-ERP and a customer facing mobile responsive 
web app. With detailed requirement gathering, the team's analysts even visit-
ed our office (in another city) to understand the operations in entirety and got 
down even the minutest detail in as much depth as possible. This was finally 
converted to a system for all of us and we are quite pleased with their service 
delivery, speed and quality. Would recommend Bold Ware to everyone who 
is creating a product for their business.

Avinash Kumar
Sangini MatrimonyW
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Connect with Us

Office Location: Noida

Website: www.boldware.co

Connect: ankit@boldware.co

Skype: ankit@boldware.co
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